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S u rvey in d ic a te s U M d o es little to re c ru it
By PAUL DRISCOLL
Montana Kaimln Raportar

A survey of 18 high school
guidance counselors indicates
that the University of Montana is
doing little to induce top-notch
high school seniors to attend UM.
A counselor at Great Falls High
said that only 3 out of 23 National
Merit Scholarship finalists from
that school last year attended
Montana units of higher edu
cation.
“We are losing the cream of the
crop to out-of-state schools." he
said.
The survey, compiled by several
journalism students, also shows
that over half of the counselors
interviewed said they do not have a
good grasp of the differences

between duplicated programs
within the university system. Two
counselors said they doubt there is
a difference at all.
Reporters also interviewed sev
eral former National Merit finalists
now attending UM and the parents
of one finalist still in high school.
None had been approached by
UM for recruitment. All had been
noticed by several out-of-state
colleges and several Montana
schools.
Own Back Yard
One woman whose daughter
was a National Merit finalist at
Missoula's Hellgate High School
last year, said she had been
contacted by almost every major
private and public university in the
country — but not the university

located several blocks from her
home.
The National Merit test is given
to high school students in their
junior year.
Only eight counselors were
asked whether UM made an effort
to recruit students with high grade
point averages, but of those eight,
seven said they were unaware that
UM made any effort.
Eight of the 18 counselors said
they did not understand the differ
ences between duplicated pro
grams in the university system.
Two said they had only a “fair"
knowledge of the differences.
The counselors said the only
way to determine differences be
tween similar programs Is to refer
to the respective schools' cats-

State suprem e co u rt ruling
m ay affect program review
teachers could affect the progress
of program review under way at the
University of Montana.
The Supreme Court on Nov. 15
A recent ruling by the Montana
Supreme Court changing retire overturned a decision by the
ment standards for Montana Montana Teachers' Retirement
By ED KEMMICK

Montana Kaimln Raportar

Board that denied UM Law School
Dean Robert Sullivan pension
credit for teaching services in an
out-of-state private university.
The court voted 4-0 to overturn a
district court's approval of the
board's decision.
The Teachers' Retirement Board
ruled that credit could be given
ohly for out-of-state teaching in
public schools, but the Supreme
Court said Sullivan must receive
credit for the seven years he spent
teaching at Notre Dame University
from 1947 to 1954.
The court said although the
Legislature denies public school
teachers the right to apply pension
credits gained from prior service in
Montana private schools, nothing
in the law disallows credit for outof-state teaching service.
Sullivan said yesterday the “de
cision has great impact” on other
teachers in situations similar to
his, and that the ruling could
influence other teachers to retire
earlier than they planned.
There are “at least 20 people on
this campus" who may be eligible
for increased retirement pensions
under the new ruling, he added.
UM President Richard Bowers
SQid Monday he does not know
how many faculty members will be
affected by the ruling. It “makes
the retirement more attractive," he
noted, and “may help" in cutting
faculty by attrition during the
current program review process.

WHEN THE SNOW FLIES, some dogs just decide to bag It. Carlos
Rodreques, sophomore in wildlife biology, carries his dog Queeny to
class. (Staff photo by Mike Sanderson.)

Sullivan emphasized he is not
planning to retire this year, and
only brought the case to court to
test the retirement standards of the
Teachers' Retirement Board.

Appeals panel changes decisions
made during Monday meeting
The committee then voted to
recommendations for those three
departments on the advice of Larry sustain the appeals from health
Elison, law professor and chair and physical education and
mathematics departments, both of
The appeals committee upheld man of the committee.
Elison said he "felt uncomforta which sought relief from recom
last night five program review
mended cuts of two full-time
recommendations,
overturned ble" with those revisions because
equivalent (FTE) faculty.
one, and changed four recommen the committee had neither time nor
In the case of general humani
adequate data to make positive
dations it had made Monday.
ties, which was recommended for
recommendations.
On Mondaythe committee voted
two cuts — one in upper division
The committee approved Eliin secret ballot to revise program
courses, which are tied to the
review recommendations in health son’s motion to vote again on
Liberal Arts Degree Program, and
and physical education, general those appeals and to either sustain
one in lower division introductory
humanities and mathematics. Re the appeals or concur with the pro
humanities, the committee voted
gram
review
recommendation,
but
commendations in each depart
ment were revised from two faculty not to make, in Elison's words, again to revise the recommenda
“middle ground judgments," i.e., tions to one cut.
cuts to one cut.
By JIM TRACY

Montana Kaimln Raportar

The committee reconsidered its

changes from two cuts to one cut.

• Cont. on p. 10
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logues of courses, which are
difficult to compare.
No Idea
One advisor from Billings West
High said he was aware that
differences in the similar programs
existed, but added he had no idea
which school housed the superior
department.
The counselor from Hellgate
said she had doubts that signifi
cant differences exist between the
duplicated programs.
An advisor from Bozeman High
said he had a “fair" knowledge of
the differences, but added that he
rarely advised the seniors on the
basis of superior programs any

way because of students’ more
immediate priorities. Among these
priorities are proximity, finances
and parental pressure, he said.
Virtually all the counselors inter
viewed agreed that parental pres
sure, especially in terms of financ
ing the first year of college, Is a
major factor in a student’s college
choice.
Fifteen of the counselors said
parental pressure plays a big role
in a student's choice of schools.
Two said it plays only a moderate
role and one said it no longer plays
a role.
Of the 15 emphasizing the role of
parents, almost all linked the
• Cont. on p. 4
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Vehrs suspended
from food service
By PATTY ELICH
Montana Kaimln Raportar

Carson Vehrs, director of the
University of Montana Food Ser
vice, has been suspended by UM
President Richard Bowers. Bowers
said yesterday.
Vehrs is being investigated by
UM Internal Auditor Donald Erick
son and UM Legal Counsel George
Mitchell, according to Bowers.
Vehrs could not be reached for
comment yesterday afternoon. A
food service secretary said she
believed he was out of town.
However, Bowers would not say
why Vehrs is being investigated.
Bowers said Mitchell and Erick
son will report their findings to the
state legislative auditor, Morris
Brusett. He said UM is required to
report to the auditor on “this sort of
thing," but refused to elaborate.
Brusett was not available for
comment yesterday, but John
Northey, attorney for the office,
said when his office gets involved
in an investigation, usually either
the theft or misuse of state funds
are involved.
Northey, who said he has not yet
been notified by UM officials of the
investigation of Vehrs, said his
office will study the case and
determine whether a financial
audit is necessary.
It will also determine whether
any criminal viplations have been
committed, Northey said. If this is
the case, he said, the matter will be

Happy Thanksgiving
The snowfall this week has made
many of the roads in the state
slicker than a John Denver Christ
mas television special. To find out
if you'll need chains to get home,
call the Montana Highway Patrol at
728-8553. And be sure to drive
safely — enrollment is low enough
as it is.
There will not be another Kaimin
until Tuesday, the 29th, so we all
have at least that to be thankful for.
The weather outlook for Western
Montana is: a 60 percent chance of
light snow flurries today and
tomorrow. High today 25; low 20.
Have a nice vacation.

...........

...........

referred to the state attorney gen
eral.
Both Erickson and Mitchell
refused to specify the allegations
concerning Vehrs.
Mitchell, saying it would be
unwise to comment on a “ person
nel matter," said only that UM will
send the auditor a report on Vehrs
"shortly."
Mitchell said Vehrs was sus
pended Monday. The suspension
will stand until the allegations
against Vehrs are resolved. Bow
ers said. Vehrs is still being paid in
the meantime, Bowers added.
James (Dell) Brown, director of
student services and Vehrs’ super
ior, declined to comment on Vehrs'
suspension, except to say that the
food service is being run "as
though he were on vacation.”
"I'm doing part of his duties," he
said. 'The usual people that would
handle things are taking responsi
bility just as if he were away for
some other reason.”
Neither Steve Barclay, food
service manager in the University
Center, nor John Piquette, food
service manager in the Lodge,
would answer questions concern
ing how food service matters are
being handled without Vehrs.
Barclay said, "We're under in
structions not to comment on this.
It's a private university matter.”
Vehrs has been director of the
food service since he came to UM
in 1970. Before that, he was
employed in private industry in
Oregon, according to Brown.

o p in io n

How the governor got religion
"Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz..
"Tom."
"Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz . .
"Hear me, Tom?"
"Zzzzzzzz . . . What? Who’s there?”
“This is God, Tom.”
"I'll swear on a stack of Bibles that I
don’t know where the $94,000 is!”
"I haven’t come here to talk to you
about that, Tom, I have something I
want you to do for me."

"Don’t lie to me, Tom. And forget
about the Legislature for a minute. Do
you know what week this is, Tom?”
"Well, uh, I . . ."
"This is National Bible Week, Tom;”
“ Oh yeah. A great idea, too. That
great book not only provides the
earliest history of mankind but also
details . . .”
“You don’t have to make speeches to
me, Tom.”

“ But, God, my hands are always tied.
The Legislature never allows me to
carry out many of the programs that I
know you would approve of."

. . Concerned by the rise of crime
and violence in our society, thoughtful
persons are turning to the teachings of
the Bible to develop moral restraint

"I think you've got the idea, Tom.”
“What exactly do you want me to
do?"
"First, you can slip it to the press that
you've been reading the Bible lately.
Then tell all Montanans they should
become more familiar with the Bible,
even the ones who are not Christians.
After all, non-Christians can vote, too."
"But God, do you think it’ll work?”
“You wouldn’t want to doubt My
word, would you, Tom?”

"Heavens no. But there is one thing
I’m curious about.”
"What’s that, Tom?"
"Where do you stand on separation
of the church and state? I mean, it's just
a big crock isn’t it?”
“ Not at all, Tom. The church must
maintain an upright, honorable reputa
tion. I wouldn’t want the people to think
that I have any official connection with
you, now would I?"
Barry Noreen

\

_

Letters Policy
Letters should be •Typed preferably triple spaced;
•Signed with the author's name, class, major, telephone
number and address. *No more than 300 words (longer
letters will be printed occasionally); *Mailed or brought
to the Montana Kaimin. J-206. The Kaimm reserves the
right to edit all letters and is under no obligation to print
all letters received Anonymous letters or pseudonyms
will not be accepted.

V______________________________ J

"So restrain yourself for a minute,
Tom. What I want you to do is throw
your support behind this National
Bible Week thing. Christmas is just
around the corner, you know."
“ I’ve been meaning to tell you I was
sorry to hear about what they did to
your son.”

“ Like I was trying to say, Tom, the
picture I have of the world today
troubles me very much. That’s why I’m
pushing the Bible a little harder than
robin bulman................................................................. senioreditor
usual this year.”
barrynoreen ...................................................... senior editor
suzanne bradley........................................................associateeditor “ I’d really like to help you out, God.
carrle hahn................................................................associateeditor
eralg reese.......................................................................newseditorBut you must know how busy I’ve been
jerl pullum........................................................................ newseditor
lately. The Legislature has just been
normJohnson ...................................................... sports editor
klm pederson....................................................fine arts editor
giving me . . . well, you know what I
mike sanderson...................................................photographer
mark scharfenaker..............................................photographer
mean.”
bob tallfeathers....................................................................arteditor
marie hansen.......................................................................arteditor "Well Tom, a couple of men named
mark thompson................................................................ copyeditor
g'. robert crotty..................................................................copyeditorBaucus and Driscoll have been keep
ing pretty busy too, if you get my drift.
montana 1 only unlvaralty dally
Do I have to point out how Carter’s
Published every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday ol
fortunes turned around? Nobody had
the school year by the Associated Students ol the University of
even heard of him.”
Montana. The School of Journalism uses the Montana Kaimin for
practice courses but assumes no responsibility and exercises no
"By God, uh . . ., I mean, by golly,
control over policy or content. The opinions expressed on the
editorial page do not necessarily reflect the view of ASUM, the
you’re right! I guess it couldn’t hurt to
state or the university administration. Subscription rates; $4.00 a
get everyone in the holiday spirit a little
quarter. $10.50 per school year. Entered as second class material
at Missoula, Montana 59612.
— „
early. And the election is less than a
All material copyright • 1977 by the Montana Kaimin.
year away. . . . "

_ montana kaimin

barbara miller ................................................................ editor
larryelkln.......................................................managing editor
dick clemow................................................ business manager
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Things are tough all over
Editor: University of Montana students,
faculty and administrators are presently
attempting to meet the student-faculty
ratio demands set forth by the 1977
Legislature.
The demands have been criticized
extensively, both for how they were
arrived at and their obvious harmful
effects at UM.

Public Forum
The lawmakers and the law have been
singled out as the source of UM's
present situation. Stones are being
hurled.
If, however, UM students, faculty and
administrators would stop to take a look
at just who those lawmakers are and
what pressures led them to implement
those laws affecting this university, they
would perhaps think twice about throw
ing those stones.
Agriculture is the number one busi
ness in this state, and the great bulk of
Montana's residents are engaged in that
business. A great number of the 1977
legislators was made up of those people.
And those people are currently em
broiled in numerous battles over existing
and pending federal legislation affecting
that industry, the effects of which make
UM's plight fade, in those people's eyes,
like a lamb in a blizzard.
Does the problem sound familiar?
For starters, consider this: The Interior
and Agriculture Departments have been,
since 1969. attempting to raise the cost
of grazing livestock on the 283 million

acres of BLM and Forest Service land in
13 western states, Montana included, to
the “fair market price.” In 1976, Con
gress passed legislation requiring the
government to get that price through an
equitable system. The plan put forth by
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus and
Agriculture Secretary Bob Berglund
Oct. 21 called for raising the grazing fee
25 percent annually until that fair market
price was reached.
Western stockmen are now paying
$1.51 to run one animal on BLM land for
one month (a.m.u.) and $1.60 per a.m.u.
on Forest Service land. These figures
represent an increase of 400 percent
since 1968. The fair market price for 1978
has been determined to be $2.38 per
a.m.u., and it is expected to be $3.30 per
a.m.u. in 1981, the date parity is expect
ed to be reached under the new grazing
plan.
The Berglund/Andrus plan would
raise the 1978 fees for both the BLM and
Forest Service lands to $1.89.
All this translates into a $6 million
increase in revenue in 1978 for the
government, or a $6 million increase in
production costs for western stockmen.
That increase would be repeated the
following years.
Needless to say, debate over this plan
has been heated. Conservationists claim
the higher fees are needed to limit
overgrazing by forcing animals off the
range. They also say the present fees
amount to a subsidy to stockmen who
use the land — a privilege ail stockmen
do not have and therefore must pay
higher costs to graze on private land.
Stockmen, faced with an undeniably

depressed industry the last few years,
say they just can’t afford it at this time
and have sought to have Congress pass
another moratorium on the proposed
hike. Since 1968, Congress has passed
four such measures. They say the
government failed to devise an equitable
system of raising the grazing fee, and
that they are victims of a concerted effort
to force livestock off public land..They
say family farms will suffer as a result of
the increase (i.e. corporate farms will
benefit.)
Look at another situation.
The nation’s (and Montana’s) wheat
farmers are in the midst of the worst
slump in prices that industry has gone
through in decades.' A bushel of wheat
sells for a little over $2, more than a
dollar below the cost of production.
While nationwide production of wheat
fell 5 percent this year (Montana's
production in 1977 was 24 percent lower
than in 1976), the national stockpile is at
a record high of 1.2 billion bushels.
Farmers cannot afford to sell their crop
and have been living off government
wheat loans of $2.25 per bushel. Many
have been forced to refinance such
loans, and banks are nearing their
breaking point of extending such loans.
Some banks have reported having 60
percent of their deposits out in loans.
Representatives and senators from
wheat states had to fight a lengthy battle
with the Carter Administration to raise
the federal target price for wheat support
payments from the $2.45 per bushel
figure set by Carter to $2.90.
And in the midst of all this, Montana
wheat farmers saw a Montana State

University professor publish a study he
made that showed that in 1973-75,
Montana wheat farmers made money
“that the rest of us can only dream
about.’’
And finally, western farmers and
ranchers are confronted with the possi
bility of losing rights to water from
federal irrigation projects in excess of
that needed to irrigate 160 acres.
Because a San Francisco federal
judge recently ruled that the clause In
the Reclamation Act of 1902 that limits
water rights from federal projects to 160
acres worth per landowner must be
enforced, many farmers and ranchers
could be forced to sell all but 160 acres of
their land to continue to get water — or
they could let the excess land revert to its
former, unproductive, arid state.
The 160-acre figure is tied to the
Homestead Act figure of the late 19th
Century — a figure that proved long ago
to have little relevance to western agri
culture.
Without passing judgment on whether
these laws affecting the agriculture
industry are good or bad, it should be
clear that not only the University of
Montana is a victim of legislation similar
in effect to that facing the state's
ranchers and farmers — and legislators.
Economic hardships, inconvenient or
disastrous, are hurting everyone in this
state, and stones thrown at Montana's
legislators for their apparent indiffer
ence and callousness to UM's problems
should be thrown lightly, if at all.
Mark Scharfenaker

senior, journalism
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$2,000 grant will allow CutBank
to publish special poetry anthology
Both editors attributed the
state’s creative energy to the
university, which they said is
With the help of the National among the top five in the country
Endowment for the Arts, CutBank, for creative writing.
Robbins called CutBank “a good
the University of Montana's literary
magazine, will publish a special deal for the university."
"We're less than 1 percent
issue early next year.
The issue will be an anthology of ($3,300) of the ASUM budget and
the works of recent Montana yet we'tl be in the Yale University
poets, according to Art Homer, re library for the' next 50 years,"
cently selected co-editor of the Robbins said.
These funds will be used to
magazine.
In an interview yesterday, Ho produce two issues of CutBank
mer and co-editor Rick Robbins and two short anthologies in
said the magazine will receive addition to the special Issue,
$2,000 for the issue.
Robbins said.
The co-editors said their first
The grant will help to bring
attention to the work that is done in issue is coming out December 5.
Although the students are get
the West, Robbins said, which has
only recently begun to receive ting a bargain, according to Homer
recognition from the literary world. and Robbins, support for CutBank
Homer said authors like Theo by ASUM has been “sporadic,"
dore Roethke, William Stafford they said.
‘They've come through and we
and Richard Hugo have been at a
disadvantage because they are appreciate the money," Robbins
“far from the centers of publica said. "But it has been so hard.”
Homer, who came to Missoula as
tion."
By PATRICK SHEEHY
Montana Katmtn Reporter

UC vacation schedule set
All University Center services will be closed Thursday-Saturday
because of special work to be done on University of Montana power
systems. Below is a schedule of UC services that will be open on
Wednesday and Sunday.
Sunday
Wednesday
closed
UC Offices....................................
8-5 p.m.
closed
WRC, ASUM & Legal Services....... 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Information Desk and Lounge....... 8 a m.-6 p.m. 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
Recreation Center......................... Noon-10 p.m. 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
closed
Bookstore...................................... 8a.m.-11p.m.
Copper Commons......................... 7 a.m.-6 p.m. 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
closed
Sandwich Shop..............................
closed
closed
Gold O a k ...................................... 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

We Now
Offer
You The
Best In
Mexican
Food
Tool

The One
And
Only
Whole
Wheat
Pizza
People

a graduate from Oregon State
University two weeks before the
quarter started, said CutBank's
experience is not an isolated one.
"Literary magazines are always
having to justify their existence,"
he said, and added that Oregon
State's magazine has been having
difficulties, also.
Robbins and Homer are gradu
ates in creative writing and both
are teaching assistants. Homer
works with students who have
difficulty with writing in the Eng
lish department's writing lab. Rob
bins teaches freshman composi
tion.
Both expressed some regret
over the abuse of the English
language.
“A literary magazine .might be
one of the last places where a
writer can turn a good sentence,"
Robbins said.
“We use language for many
purposes,” Homer added. "A poet
uses it as a painter uses his paint or
a violinist his bow. And it is kind of
discouraging for poets to see what
is done with language."

231 West Front
Below LUKE'S
Open 4-12 Mon.-Sat.
Drawing Each Friday for FREE PIZZA
Come In and Warm Up
by Our New Wood Stovel

The TRAIL HEAD has
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
For Rent During

THANKSGIVING BREAK!
ONLY $4.50 Per Day
• Includes Skis, Boots, Poles •

le
“Since 1974”

Genius is one percent inspira
tion and ninety-nine percent
perspiration.
—Thomas Alva Edison

501 S. Higgins
543-6966

What’s Army ROTC Like at
the University of Montana?

Talk to Perry Sallee at
725 W. ALDER
Missoula

243-4191.

1

The Best Kept Secret In Town
• Magic Mushroom
• Medicine Bow
Antiques
• A Foreign Affair
Imports
• Rings & Things
• Import Mart
• Warehouse
Gallery

L

.

___________

• Spaghetti Station
• Mammyth Bread &
Bagel
• Warehouse Deli
• The Silversmith
• Real-Live Book
Store
• The Goldsmith

IHH

/

Perry will tell you the advantages of
Army ROTC and the help he’s had
with education through the Army
ROTC program. Give him a call at
243-4191 or better yet see him at the
Dept, of Military Science, Rm. 102,
Men’s Gym.

Fraternities hold workshop to revitalize Greek system
The workshop, which lasted
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., was
attended by about 80 active frater
The Interfraternity Council of nity members and 15 alumni and
Presidents held a day-long work national fraternity representatives.
shop Sunday in an effort to open Five of the eight fraternities on
communications among the frater campus had representatives from
nity houses and help start a the national fraternities present at
revitalization of the Greek system the workshop.
The workshop was divided into
at the University of Montana.
By PATRICK ROWE
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Have A

Happy Thanksgiving

■

I

six parts: house management,
leadership development, rush,
public relations, alumni relations
and pledge training.
A survey of the various houses
showed that the rush section of the
workshop was considered the
most valuable and interesting.
Rush is the process of entertaining
men in an effort to pledge them to a
house.
Jeff Dobbins of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon house said the discussion
in that group revolved around
changing rush to emphasize the
academic and brotherhood as
pects of Greek life. Dobbins said

rush as it is now emphasizes
alcohol too much and tends to give
the fraternities a bad reputation.
Grant Davidson of the Sigma Nu
house said fraternities are stereo
typed, and changing rush could
help change the stereotype.
House management was anoth
er popular section. Tom Mellor of
the Phi Delta Theta house said the
section offered much good advice
on the handling of finances and
other internal matters.
All the discussion sessions were
moderated by an alumnus or one
of the national fraternity represen
tatives.

All the fraternity members inter
viewed said the most important
function of the workshop was the
opening of communications
among the various houses.
"Now we know where we all
stand," Dobbins said.
Several men said they expect
more workshops of the same kind
in the future to get the Greek
system more organized.
The idea for the workshop was
introduced to the council about
two months ago by a field repre
sentative for the Sigma Nu frater
nity. The plan was carried out by
IFC.

Falls said. "I felt it was a poor
decision.”

The survey also showed that
only 42 percent of graduating high
school seniors attend a four-year
institution. Flathead High was
lowest in that category with only 25
percent of its seniors attending a
four-year college; Billings Senior
High was highest with about 70
percent.

Survey______
• Cont. from p. 1
parental pressure to the students’
finances.

Eight Ball Billiards
W e will be open at 5 p.m
on Thanksgiving Day
3101 Russell

Off Campus Party
Headquarters
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BEER Lucky N.R.’s
$1.35
W INE Boone’s
Farm Strawberry
TEQUILA Beamero Fifth
G IN Four Seasons Fifth

$1.75
$6.20
$5.15

I Happy Hour 4:30-6 A 9-10
J'/i Price Highballs A P ralt Beer

Fairway Liquor
1M M M

Liquor S to re a n d
f lE f lH I
Office Lounge
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Visitation Scheduled
The UM administration dropped
its two-day high school visitation
Depends on Financing
“ It all depends on where the program three years ago, but has
finances come from,” the advisor plans for reviving it for Spring
from Flathead County High said. Quarter, 1978. Several counselors
“Students don’t rebel against their were unaware that visitation is
parents today like they did five or scheduled for next spring.
Five counselors said UM’s image
ten years ago.”
The survey indicates that factors scares off some potential students.
"The thing that detracts from
besides academic excellence in
fluence students' choice of col your school is the reputation,” the
leges. In descending order of Havre High guidance counselor
The humanities are a vital part of
importance, those factors are, said. “Thenatureof yourprograms the University of Montana, and it
— you hear about drama or music would be "unthinkable” for the
according to advisors:
freaks.”
school to be without them, accord
The Custer County High School ing to a panel of UM professors.
• parental pressure.
counselor in Miles City said many
• finances.
The panelists, all involved in
• proximity to the nearest col “good students stay away because other disciplines, discussed the
of the drug scene.” A Butte Central meaning of humanities to their
lege.
• course selection and curricu High counselor cited Missoula's respective fields Monday night in
image as “a party town” as a an open forum organized by Ste
lum.
problem in increasing enrollment. wart Justman, assistant professor
• peer pressure.
Two counselors said the curric of English. Justman said he organ
• social environment.
The counselors also addressed ulum should be altered to provide ized the forum because of the
the question o f how UM could more "career-oriented courses" "crisis” facing the. humanities in
such as engineering.
attract more students.
terms of proposed faculty cuts.
Only one counselor recom
Six said UM should reinstate its
The five panelists included Ri
high school visitation days to mended a public relations cam
chard Chapman, associate profes
paign.
boost enrollment.
sor of political science; Ronald
Fourteen of the advisors are
“A few years ago, UM stopped
Erickson, professor of chemistry;
bringing seniors over," the advisor graduates of in-state institutions.
William McBroom, associate pro
from C.M. Russell High in Great Seven are graduates of UM.
fessor of sociology; Leslie Pengelly, professor of forestry; and John
Tibbs, associate professor of zool
ogy. Justman served as modera
tor.
To All Faculty, Staff & their invited guests; The pleasure of
All the panelists agreed that
your company is requested at the Annual Christmas Dinner
humanities play an important role
Dance
at UM.
"No one with any intelligence at
December 3, 1977
all would suggest we diminish
U C BALLRO O M
exposure . . . to the humanities,"
7 P.M. Dinner
9:00 P.M. Dancing
Tibbs said. “ Every discipline with
$7.50 Per Person
any type of antiquity has its origins
TOWN & GOWN MUSIC APPRECIATION SOCIETY
in humanities."
Pengelly concurred, saying,
Reservations and Checks by Nov. 30th
"humanities is the core of this
•
To Mrs. Jane Reed, 1626 Bel Air Place
university.”
Phone 728-1275
"If we don't care about history,
where we’re from, we don't care
SPONSORED BY: The University of Montana Women’s Club
where we’re going,” he said.

Humanities
called vital
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We will be closed for our own
festivities Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
STO P IN when we reopen on
Sunday with a
RED HEAD PIN SPECIAL!

SPECIAL OF THE DAY
243-2733
OPEN
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C ivic S y m p h o n y , H a h n c o n c e rt m e m o ra b le
By KIM PEDERSON
Montana KaimIn Fin* Aria Editor

Sunday night in the University
Theatre, the Missoula Civic Sym
phony opened its season with a
delightful program and a superb
guest artist, pianist Marian Hahn.
The symphony; conducted by
University of Montana assistant
music professor David Avshalomov, presented works by Franz Liszt,
Beethoven, Ralph Vaughan Wil
liams, and Rimsky-Korsakov.
Liszt’s Les Preludes was the
symphony's initial selection. This
work is the third and best known of
Liszt’s symphonic poems, a form
he created.
The symphonic poem is an
extended work for orchestra
whose form and content are dictat
ed largely by the literary programs
which inspired them.
However, in this case the music
came first and its ’’inspiration” , a
poem with the same title by Lamar
tine, followed.
Musical Series
Les Preludes is basically a series
of variations on one or two musical
motives, the most notable being a
simple three note cluster. Liszt
called the thematic technique
"transformation” rather than de
velopment because the recogniza
ble theme appears in different
musical guises rather than as a
series of alterations.
The musical attraction of the
piece is its quality of achieving
impressive variety with a limited
amount of thematic material.
Ranging from quiet, haunting
conversations between horn, harp,
oboe, clarinet, and flute to full
crescendo passages of resound
ing brass and strings, Liszt's com
positional genius, brought to life
by the Missoula Symphony's pow
er and sensitivity, was clearly evi
dent.
Featured Performer
The evening's second selection,
Beethoven's Concerto No. 4 in G
Major, Opus 58, brought the con
cert’s featured performer, pianist
Hahn, to the stage.
Hahn, who holds degrees from
Oberlin College and The Julliard
School, is one of the five winners in
the 1976 Internatiohal Leventritt
Competition.
She also has won nearly six
dozen awards and honors, includ
ing the Oberlin Concerto Competi
tion and first prizes in the North
Carolina Symphony auditions and
the Kosciuszko Foundation Chop
in Competition. She has appeared
in solo recitals in Boston, Paris and
New York's Carnegie Hall.
Her musical grace and strength

I keep looking back, as far as I
can remember, and I can’t think
what it was like to feel young, really
young.
—John Osborne

were obvious in her performance
of the Beethoven concerto. Hahn's
interpretation sustained the mus
ic's deceptiveness, flowing natu
rally and fluidly In a manner which
belied the technical complexity
involved.
Unconventional Piece
When Beethoven composed the
Fourth Concerto in 1806, he broke
the tradition. It had been conven
tional to begin a concerto with a
longish orchestral introduction
which set out the basic material.
But Beethoven began this piece
with a passage for the soloist,
played quietly. Then the orchestra
enters in a different key.
It is interesting to note that
Beethoven was working on his
Fifth Symphony at the same time.
In the Fourth Concerto, he reuses
a softer variant of the "victory-V”
rhythm of that symphony again
and again.
The middle movement of this
piece, the Andante con moto,
consists of a dialogue between
piano and orchestra. It is made up
of a sequence of orchestral state
ments whose aggressive manners
are gradually tempered by the
softness of the piano’s answers.
Consummate Praise
Sir George Grove, well-known
19th century English music writer
and first director of the Royal Col
lege of Music, had consummate
praise for this movement. He
described it as "one of the most
original and imaginative things

that ever fell from the pen of
Beethoven or any other musician."
The rapport between Hahn and
the orchestra during this move
ment was a wonder to behold.
Avshalomov brought forth the
symphony's crisp, resounding
statements and Hahn caught them,
reworked them, and answered
them in a beautifully fluid style.
Without stopping in between,
the musicians moved from the
Andante into the final movement, a
Rondo vivace. This piece is a brisk,
musically ornamented composi
tion which tests the excellence of
orchestra and soloist.
Technical Facility The music sent Hahn ranging
from one end of the keyboard to
the other, switching from power
ful, extended runs to soft, brief
melodic expressions. Her ability to
handle the different colors and
techniques with equal facility was
excellent. Her performance and
the symphony's fine support were
truly memorable.
Following intermission, the sym
phony returned to do Ralph
Vaughan Williams' "Fantasia On A
Theme By Thomas Tallis."
Fantasia is a term generally
applied to loosely constructed
works which follow no prescribed
plan of organization.
In this case, the theme by
English composer Thomas Tallis
serves only as a point of departure.
The composition is freely molded
and expanded. It is set for double
string orchestra and string quartet,

producing alternating sonorities
and rich textures within a non-keycentered framework.
Sunday night's performance of
the Williams piece illustrated the
intriguing, hypnotic quality of the
pure string sound. It was high
lighted by the moving solo ex
changes between violinists Walter
Olivares and Ann Shallberg, violist
Bernard McWilliams, and cellist
Florence Reynolds. These four
musicians comprise the Montana
String Quartet.
The concert finale was RimskyKorsakov's Capriccio Espagnol.
This piece was the musical apex of
the symphony's performance as its
buoyant life and vitality infused the
orchestra and the audience as
well.
Rimsky-Korsakov describes it
well in his autobiography. "The
change of timbres, the/choice of
melodic designs and figuration,
exactly suiting each kind of instru
ment, brief virtuoso cadenzas for
instruments solo, the rhythm of the
percussion instruments, etc., con

The Inspector General is com ing
Starting a week from tonight at 8 p.m. in the Masquer Theatre,
the University of Montana department of drama will present
Nikolai Gogol's The Inspector General, a satire on political
corruption in 19th century Russia.
The play, directed by drama professor Alan Cook, will run
from Nov. 30 through Dec. 4 and from Dec. 6 through Dec. 10.
Tickets will cost $2.00 for UM students and $3.00 for the
general public. Reservations can be made at the Masquer box
office or by calling 243-4581.

BOB WARD & SONS
Your Complete Sporting Goods Store
OPEN: 9-9 Mon.-FrL; 9-5:30 Sat.;

H ighw ay 93 atld SOUth AVO.

Cross Country Ski Clothing For Everyone!
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Name Brand Skis
Full Grain Leather Boots
Three Pin Bindings
Tonkin Poles

A MISSOULA LANDMARK

Reg. *125

Complete
Package
OVERLAND EXPRESS
at

™‘ MANSION
Strawberry Daiquiris

$-| 00

S u n .- T h u r s .

102 Ben Hogan Drive, 728-5132
STEAKS • SEAFOOD • SPIRITS

stitute here the very essence of the
composition."
The composer's penchant for
internal variety was obvious as the
symphony progressed through the
five movements. The first and third
featured William Manning’s cla
rinet and Walter Olivares’ violin.
The second stressed the mellow,
shimmering sound of the horn
section in conjunction with solos
by oboist Roger MacDonald.
The fourth movement featured
Olivares again. The harsh, gypsy
flavor of his solo was accented by
answers from Mary Jean Simp
son's flute, Manning's clarinet,
MacDonald's oboe, and Carrie Avshalomov's harp.
A rousing fandango finished the
piece, evoking an extravaganza of
jubilant expressions from the en
tire orchestra.
Its resounding, high-spirited
conclusion filled the theater with
sound and left the blood tingling. It
was a fitting end to an exciting,
memorable evening of entertain
ment.

$8095

University boxing club out to change boxing’s image
Dave Lee isangry. InhislOyears
of boxing, he has suffered “black
eyes and fat lips" and had his ribs
cracked when a guy twice his size
caught him with a good punch.
However, Lee is not angry about
the occasional abuse. He is angry
because of the image people have
of boxing, As one of the founders
of the UM Grizzly Boxing Club, he
is out to change that image.
“This is not a sport of dumb,
brawny people," Lee says.
"People are not here to compete
against each other, they’re hereto
learn from each other.”
For Lee, this is the second try at
forming the club. The original club
had four founders and four
members. It folded last year.

do not want their sons to get into. order to keep it from becoming
"We want to bring it out into the dangerous.
"I wouldn’t want to go in and
open, to show that it's a safety
spar with a guy without supervi
conscious sport."
“Boxing isn't a dangerous sion, because you don’t know how
sport," Harr says. "It's a controlled
sport. We use safety gear and we
emphasize safety in the club. If a
guy got beat up all the time, he'd
quit.”
Although
yesterday's
When sparring, boxers are
snow brought a glimmer of
equipped with headgear that fits
hope to the hearts of ski
and are closely supervised by Lee
enthusiasts, most Montana
and Harr.
ski areas will not be open for
“When you spar, you're not in
Thanksgiving weekend.
there to kill the guy," Lee says.
Only Big Sky of Montana
"You're in there to learn from each
near Bozeman will open on
other. To help the other guy with
Thursday, with one gondola
Norton says that boxing has the his mistakes and to pick up on your
and one chair lift operating.
reputation of being a sport people own.”
Big Sky reported 32 Inches of
snow at the top and 15 Inches
True boxing is “one-on-one
at the base, with five inches
competition with a guy your own
of new snow Monday night.
qualifying standards will be higher size," Lee says.
Accommodations will be
In teaching boxing at the club,
next year, the girls will have a
available Wednesday at Big
much better idea of what they have Lee spars with people of all sizes,
Sky.
usually bigger than himself. The
to do to get there.
Marshall, Snow Bowl,
"This year we only had eight last time he boxed with a guy his
Bridger Bowl, Lost Trail, Big
weeks of training and you can’t own size competitively was in the
Mountain and Showdown ski
compete with the leaders with rugby smoker last year. He came
areas all reported insuffi
such a short program. The outlook out with the winner's trophy.
cient snow to open this
Lee says the club must keep
for next year is very optimistic
boxing sessions under control “in
though," Templeman said.

This year, Lee and the other
founding member, Brad Harr, saw
the interest people took in them
when they worked out at the gym,
and they decided to give the club
another try.
The club just finished electing
new officers. Bill Norton replaced
Lee as president and Scott Kaizer
replaced Harr as secretarytreasurer. Scott Meacham is the
vice president.
The initial signs of survival for
the club seem good. About 20
people showed up at the last
meeting. (The club meets one
Monday during the month.)

Ski areas not open yet

Ritter leads UM In nationals
University of Montana sopho
more Kellee Ritter was the top UM
performer at the national women's
cross-country
championships
held Saturday at Southwestern
University In Georgetown, Texas.
Ritter placed 139th with a time of
19:51.0 over the 5,000 meter
course. Kathy Estes of Philipsburg
came in 160th with a time of
20:14.2, and freshman Vicki Fred of
Helena placed 187th in 20:54.0.
Iowa State won the meet with 92
points and Penn State was second
with 116.
Assistant Coach Hans Templeman said the national meet was an
"extremely important experience”
for the women. "Although the
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The Trail Head reported
that cross country skiing has
begun on Lolo Pass, with
three feet of snow settled on
the trails. However, clearcuts on Lolo Pass have
insufficient snow for skiing,
according to sources at the
Trail Head.
Cross country skiers
should use green or blue wax
for the newly-fallen snow,
they said.
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Challenging Staff
Positions Open for
Winter Quarter '78
Montana Kalinin

weekend. Discovery Basin
near Anaconda is tentatively
planning to open Friday if
more snow falls by then. Red
Lodge Mountain near Red
Lodge reported plans to
open Saturday pending the
arrival of more snow.

O p e n in g »ourNew L o catio n

Volleyball Champs
This year's Fall Quarter volley
ball championships for men,
women and co-rec teams were
held Thursday by the Campus
Recreation Department.
In the Co-Rec final, Mac's Ma
rauders beat the L and L's in two
games: 15-9 and 15-10.
In the hard-fought women’s
final, Wesley defeated the Do
Dahs: 15-9, 4-15 and 15-4.
In the men's final, Mac's Maraud
ers won the title by beating the
Biologicals: 15-8 and 15-10.

much control the other guy might
have. He might be out for blood."
The club is not out to “create
bullies, but to create respect for
itself," Lee says.

OFF

On Any Non-Sale
Top or Bottom in
the Store With
Your Trade—

Bring in your old — no good — worn out — worthless
jeans and Bo-Legs will save you money — 1 trade per
purchase.
/
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Weekdays and
SaL 'til 6:00
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Sanitation problem found
at Jerry Johnson springs
Jerry Johnson Hot Springs is beginning to have a sanitation
problem, Dale Bosworth, Powell District forest ranger, said recently.
Bosworth said tests made by the Forest Service (FS) show a rising
bacteria count in Warm Springs Creek over the last few years. The
springs are on the bank of Warm Springs Creek, about 80 miles west of
Missoula on Highway 12.
Bosworth blamed the problem on a lack of outhouses and more
people using the springs.
Bosworth said usually three or four cars are parked at the trail head
whenever he drives by, and on weekends there may be a dozen or more.
“That many people start making an impact," he said. But, he added
that he wanted to “really compliment" people who use the springs for
being so conscientious about packing out their garbage.
"It's much cleaner than any developed campground,” he said.
Bosworth said the FS has no plans to develop the springs because
they are on the edge of the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness Area.
But the FS will have to build outhouses if the creek gets much more
contaminated, Bosworth said. That will be difficult and expensive, he
added, because the springs are about a mile from the highway and are
accessible by a trail only.
Bosworth said he has received some complaints about nude bathing
at the hot springs.
"But not too many," he added. “ It doesn't bother me. I just don’t want
to see it made a big thing."
FS has no regulations against nude bathing, but, the FS Regional
Director could probably prohibit it, Bosworth said.
The springs are named after Jerry Johnson, who came to this area in
the 1880s after prospecting in Europe and Australia.
Johnson built a cabin on the Lochsa River not far from the springs
and looked for a lost gold mine.
He had learned of the mine from some Indians, who backed up the
story with gold nuggets. Johnson persuaded an old Indian named Isaac
to lead him to the mine, but the Indian died during the search.
Premiere Showing T O N IG H T AT 7:00 O NLY!
Thurs.. F it, Sat.. Sun. at 1:00-3:00-5:00-7:1X1
Mon, and Tues. at 7:00 P.M. Only

IMPORT AUTO
PARTS, Inc.

goings on
Wednesday

• Model UN conference, 8 a.m.,
UC Ballroom and Montana Rooms.
• Forestry brown bag lecture,
Bill Beaufait, noon, Forestry 305.
• Meet the Grizzlies luncheon,
noon, Gold Oak East.
• Contemporary worship, 5
p.m., the Ark, 538 University.
• Program review letter stuffing,
6:30 p.m., ASUM offices.
Thursday

WYATT’S JEWELRY
Diamonds. Watch Repairing

For Your Foreign Car
PARTS NEEDS

3 to 5
Day Service
Work Guaranteed

S:'a. 542-0303

Watches, Jewelry,

Wo 're Open to Servo You

8-8 W eekdays!
ft

•

Diamonds, Gifts

10% Dlacount

9-5 S atu rd ays!

on all Merchandise in Stock
(Timex Watches Excepted)
110 W. Broadway

W* Also Hindis Quality Used
Cars At Rassonabla Prlcast
C<

ft

NIGHTLY (Except Fri.-Sat.) AT 8:00 ONLY
r

• TM lecture, 8 p.m., LA 207.

— n
The Best Selling Novel Is Now A Triumphant New Film.

Friday

• International folk dancing, 7
p.m., Men's Gym.
• Gay women's rap, 7:30 p.m.,
Women's Resource Center.
• Narnia coffeehouse, 9 p.m.,
basement of the Ark, 538 Universi
ty.
Saturday

• Narnia coffeehouse. 9 p.m.,
basement of the Ark, 538 Universi
tySunday

• Dinner and program, 5:30
p.m., Wesley Foundation, 1327
Arthur.
• Dinner and program, 5:30
p.m., the Ark, 538 University.
• Film, “ Easy Rider," 9 p.m., UC
Ballroom.
Monday

• Wilderness Institute poetry
reading, 8 p.m., UC Lounge.
• Film, “ Easy Rider," 9 p.m., UC
Ballroom.

“...D E S T IN E D T O STA N D B ESIDE
P IN O C C H IO A N D T H E W IZ A R D O F O Z
AS A C H IL D R E N ’S C L A S S IC

1814 North Ave. West
(4 Blocks West of Montana Powor Co.)
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A New World Picture

Showplace of Montana
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Shorts at 8:00 Only
“Garden” at 8:25 Only

WILMA
543-7341

Fri.-Sat. Shorts 6:35-9:00; “Garden” 7:05-9:30

Now! Nightly at 9:30 ONLY!
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THE BEAUTIFUL

ROXY
543-7341

Strict X Rating
Proof of Age Requlredl
Gen. Adm. $4; Student $3

OPEN 9:15 P.M.
“In Realm of Senses
at 9:30 Only

The Beautiful

ROXY
54^7341

a
LOMBARD & BENNY in
T O BE OR N O T T O BE
This excellent Ernst Lubitsch .
comedy-drama, about a troupe
of actors in Poland that outwits
Nazi invaders, was Carol#
Lombard's last film and she
shines in it, as does Jack Benny
in an Inspired casting as a Polish
Hamlet. Benny’s rendition of
Hamlet’s soliloquy remains one
of the funniest scenes in
American movies, and the
comedy rises in a steady
crescendo toward the climax,
before ending on one of the
film's running gaga. Godard and
Chabrol, as young critics, once
ranked this film as one of the ten
beat American movies of all time.
It is, at least, one of the most
delightful classics we have ever
played, so if you've never heard
of it. or the casting sounds
unlikely, give yourself a break
and enjoy, enjoy! Plus,
Dangerous Females (1929), a
very funny, sleeper short comedy
with Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran; and Betty Boop In 1932‘a
Is My Palm Read?! 1942.

STARTS SUNDAY!
T ^u S tS J L . tHtftTBl

/

V -^ 7 5155 SOU
SOUTH HIGGINS

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

“Blues is the root of all
music, Jazz ballads,
rock’n’roll, everything
comes from blues. Just
stepped It up and
changed it a little bit,
but it’s all blues when
you get right down to
where it’s at, it all come
from the blues.”
J. Hooker

JOHN
LEE
HOOKER
and
Gen Huitt
November 29th, 8 p.m. in the UC Ballroom

“ One of the Greats When it Comes to Blues.”
Tickets: UM Student (w/ID) $3 — General Public $4
___________ at UC Bookstore, and Ells.___________

Flathead Indian Folkalngar
Presented by ASUM Programming

Basic human right goes down the drain
“ You dirty, tilthy, stinky, crappy,
Commie, dopey toilet! Thank God /
don't have to resort to you to make
people laugh. All I can say to you,
toilet, is—it's lucky you're white!”
—Lenny Bruce

A friend of mine and I recently
ran into a situation that we feel is
certainly discriminatory and prob
ably unlawful. In a public res
troom, she had to pay a dime to do
what I do for free, simply because

"I distinctly asked tor king crab and you know it1“

her anatomy dictates that she sit.
It isn’t so much the dime as the
principle of the thing that made
this young woman furious. Her
anger was rooted in her certain
knowledge that men would never
stand for such an outrage.
I am not, by label, a Women's
Libber. I am a man; a man who
believes in the doctrine and free
doms of basic human rights. Like
any free man I shudder with fear
and indignation when I see these
rights violated. And now it has
come to my attention that perhaps
one of the most basic natural
human rights is being violated by a
society that prides itself in its
freedom.
A woman’s right to her bodily
functions is being infringed upon.
A most basic human right is being
sold to the American women who
can afford it.
The day of the free pee has
ended.
In response to what may be
termed an “excretory tax," many
women have refused to ante-up to
sit down when confronted with a
coin-operated lock on a bathroom
stall.
Some women have become
outraged enough to abandon
dignity and social decorum and
have assumed that peculiar male

option of (as it is graphically
labeled) “ pissin’ in the sink."
In a country where it is generally
acknowledged that the woman is
perhaps the less financially se
cure, is it just that she should have
the extra liability and cost of what
males receive for free? Is the
American woman, simply because
of her anatomical structure and

m
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oj OUT OF THE CLOSET
By DAVE LITTLE

supposed modesty, to be taxed for
this most basic human necessity?
There seems to be a lack of
justice here.
In a recent Playboy magazine
survey of so-called "public res
trooms," almost SO percent of the
facilities contained pay toilets. But
the discrimination and outrage for
women is much more severe. The
women’s pay toilet installations
outnumbered male pay toilets by a
shocking 150 percent.
This situation demands direct
governmental attention and
should come under the heading of
a Sex Discrimination Act. A com

mittee should be set up immediate
ly to look into this matter and
reforms should be made promptly.
Perhaps reimbursement for the
injured parties could be called for,
and a Toilet Standardization Pro
gram set up. It is only fair; this is
one right American women should
never have to stand up for.
Until this discriminatory and
unjust practice is curtailed, women
will continue to be forced to dig for
dimes and men will continue to
piss in the sinks for free.
Americans should stand up (or
sit down) and declare a free pee for
all.

“ As played by (Jack) Nicholson,
George Hanson is a marvelously
realized character.”
—Vincent Canby, NEW YORK TIMES

“ Eloquent in almost every passage
. . .Eloquence at work”— Ne w s w e e k

PETER FONDA-DENNIS HOPPER-JACK NICHOLSON

Sunday
Monday
Nov. 27 and 28
9 p.m.

UC Ballroom
UM Students $1 (w/ID)
General Public $1.50

Sponsored by ASUM Programming

New tax plan may provide funds for parking facility
By GREG AMMONDSON
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Tax increment financing may
provide a way to fund the con
struction of a downtown parking
facility, which in turn may help
secure funds for a downtown mall.
Tax increment financing, not to
be confused with the federal urban
renewal program, allows a city to
freeze the tax base in an area that
has been determined "blighted.”
Taxes on any new construction
in the area would go toward
improving it.
Mayor Bill Cregg said a General
Services Administration repre
sentative from Denver came to
Missoula recently and said the
federal government needs 100
parking places for its employees,
most of whom work in the old post
office building on East Broadway.
Also, Mountain Bell Telephone
Co. located at 201 N. Patteesaid its
workers need parking places
downtown, Cregg said.

the downtown area, adding that
the mall could serve to funnel
traffic and possibly channel north
bound traffic down Front Street.

said the study will probably "just
declare the downtown blighted."
He said that blight means
"slightly tarnished" and the law
has no real requisites for determin
ing blight.
John Toole, Ward 4 alderman,
said the law gives "a lot of leeway”
in confirming blight. He agreed
that the downtown area will proba
bly be determined blighted.
Morton said if the downtown
area can take advantage of tax
increment financing, the fund that
results could be supervised by a
board of city council members and
businessmen.
With the financial support from a
tax increment fund, Missoula
could possibly build a parking
facility to ease the demand for
parking downtown.
Morton said the mall may close

More Stop Signs
Stop signs may be located every
50 feet to slow traffic on Higgins
Avenue, he said.
A park island may run down the
center of Higgins Avenue with
traffic flowing on either side, and
with angle parking, he said.
Cregg said he thought a parking
facility would be "a nice thing to
have."
For example, Billings has two
multi-level parking facilities down
town and "people are 100 percent
sure that they will have a parking
place when they shop," he said.
If Missoula had a downtown
facility, shoppers would come

knowing that parking existed, he
said.
Toole said the first priority for
the community in using tax incre
ment funds would be a parking
facility in the vicinity of the West
ern Bank and the old post office.
This area is "gradually deteriorat
ing," he said.

He added that Western Bank has
begun constructing a bank build
ing at 200 East Broadway. It coufd
be one of the first buildings to
contribute to the tax increment
fund.
Toole said he favors creating a
mall with the revenue from a
parking facility.
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THEATRES IN MISSOULA
MATINEES SATUROAY-SUNDAY
AT ALL THEATRES
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Prefer to Lease
The representative from Denver
said the government would prefer
to lease parking facilities from a
private or commercial enterprise
rather than buy its own, according
to Cregg.
The representative suggested
that if Missoula built a parking
facility, the federal government
and Bell Telephone would both
take out 20-year leases on the
facility, Cregg said.
If this were to happen, Cregg
said, Missoula would be in a good
position to create a downtown mall
because the federal government
and Mountain Bell are both "very
bondable.”
Guaranteed revenue for 20 years
from the parking facility could be
used to pay off bonds that could
finance a mall, he said.

MANN TNCATRCS

“I don’t do miracles.
They’re too flashy.”

The Missoula City Council has
authorized a study of blight in the
downtown area to take advantage
of tax increment financing.
Jack Morton, Ward 1 alderman,

UM power
off Friday
All electrical services, including
power and lighting, will be shut
down from 9 a.m. until 11 a.m. on
Friday to accomplish major electri
cal service modifications associat
ed with the Classroom/Office
Building. The areas affected by the
shutdown will be the main campus
and the X-Housing portion of
Family Housing.

EVENING—
7:00-9:15

—Vincent Canby. Sunday New York Times

For example, if a business want
ed to expand, taxes on the expan
sion would be used for such
purposes as building a parking
facility for downtown shoppers
and workers.

MATINEES—
12:15-2:30-4:45

“Seven Beauties” is Miss W ertmuller's “King Kong”, her
"Nashville”, her “8 W \ her “ Navigator”, her “City Lights”.
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classified ads

1. LOST ON FOUND

___________________

LOST CHECKBOOK w/brown leather cover. Lott In
LA bldg or Copper Commons Need Id. Please
cell Roger Miller. 243-2059 evenings
33-4
FOUND: WOMEN’S bracelet “Carol." Call 243-5641.
Tom. to claim.
32-2
LOST PLEASE help!! I've lost 2 rings in Fieldhouse
Annex — sentimental value — 728-3562 evenings.
31-3
LOST: BLUE ski jacket with red & yellow trim st
Jerry Jeff Walker concert. Please return cuz I
haven't got another coat & I'm cold. No questions
asked Rm. 110, Craig Hall 243-5735.
31-4
LOST: POWDERHORN 60-40 Jacket. Red & purple
Lost at Jerry Jett Walker concert. If found, please
return cuz it's my friends & she's mad. Call 2432438.___________________
31-4
FOUND: EXTREMELY nice horse-hair hatband. Call
728-8341 and describe band and location where
you lost It.
30-4
LOST: LEATHER key-chain w/all my keys at WalkerPrine Concert. Please call 728-3882 later p.m.esrty a.m. Deborah — Thanks.
30-4
LOST: CANVAS bag w/paper money — N W. stairs
or exit area —Lodge. Would very much appreciate
return — Peterson, 243-6131.
30-4
LOST: SILVER women's Timex watch at WalkerPrlne concert. 728-6151.____________
30-4
FQUND: EXPENSIVE CAMERA on campus. Call
and identify. 549-5601.________________ 30-4
2. PERSONAL

________________________

A WHEEL should roll! And we should all do our part.
MD DANCE MARATHON'S coming your way. Will
you dance?
33-1
WHEN MAN Invented the wheel, he didn't Intend It to
be a chair.
33-1
BE THANKFULI — That you can dance to help those
_'__________ 33-1
who can’t.

WORK-STUDY Receptionist wanted Duties in
clude: answering phone, greet customers, typing,
other clerical and secretarial duties as assigned.
Must be neat and clean in appearance; type at
least 40 w.p.m.; have pleasant personality. The
position will run from 11:45 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. or
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. This will last through the
academic year. If you are interested call 721-2930.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
32-3
WE NEED YOU! Montana Kaimin applications for
winter quarter *78 are open. Need: managing
editor, associate editors, senior editors, sports
editor, fine arts editor, news editor, art. photo
graphy editors and copy editorst Applications in
Kaimin Editorial office. J-206. Deadline, Nov. 23.5
p.m.
30-4
STORE BOARD vacancies. Three student Store
Board positions available now. Two 2-year terms
and one 1-year term. Contact Dan Doyle. 402
Eddy. 728-7408. Joe Bowen. 541 Eddy. 549-3819,
or Associated Students' Store Management.
Deadline is Nov. 23.
25-9
6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES_____________
STUDENT HOUSING Christmas Bazaar Dec. 3,
clubhouse —10-4 p.m. OPEN to all students to sell
their goods. Contact Jean Seipel, 543-890832-2

NEED Vi table for Art Fair. Desperate! 549-6072.
33-1
1 SPOT on TARGHEE SKI TRIP today. Call ASUM
Programming, 243-6661.
33-1
CHEESE-VEGETABLE ENCHILADAS w/garden
salad and whole wheat bread, $2.95 every Wed.
night at HIGH MOUNTAIN, 608 Woody St. (2
blocks W. of THE PARK) 728-9611.
32-2
TIRED OF doing your own laundry? Call 243-4638.
Pick-up & delivery. Cheap.
31-3
MARRIED COUPLE, no children, no pets. Want to
rent or housesit spring qtr. Call Jeanette at 7283352.
31-3

2 OR 3 RIDERS neededto Spokane. Leave Wed.
afternoon and backon Sunday. MavisLorenz.
543-6276.
32-2
NEED RIDE to Libby Nov. 23 after 5. Call Betts. 7283196_____________________________ 32-2
NEED RIDE BACK TO SPOKANE on Sunday !11/27)
after Thanksgiving. Call: 549-2406 evenings.
32-2
RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman Wed. the 23rd. Call
Bruce at 543-5510. Leave message.
32-2
RIDE NEEDED to Grangeville or Lewiston, Idaho
anytime after Tuesday, Nov. 22. Call Jon at 7282393.
__________________
32-2
2 RIDERS needed to Bigs. Leaving Wed., Nov. 23,
return Sun., Nov. 22. Call Karen at 543-7371.
32-2
WOULD LIKE to buy charter flight ticket to New
York. Ed. 549-8782, keep trying._________ 32-4
NEED RIDE to Billings for Thanksgiving — leave
Wed. afternoon, share expenses — 243-2705,
Janet.
32-2

AKC GOLDEN retriever puppies, excellent hunting,
field trial lines, call Donna, 243-4974 days. 7286731 evenings.’
31-3
SKIS 1976 Kastle XII Naitonal Team's. 200 cm. with
Solomon 555E bindings. $150; Keneissl Red Star
SL's: 210 cm., used only 2 days. $30; Fischer
2002's 210 cm., $15. (243-2178)._________ 31-3

WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education and Coun
seling. Abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D.,
rape relief, counseling for battered women. Mon.Fri., 2-8 p.m. 543-7606.
2-110

8. TYPING

TYPIST TO transcribe tapes. $2.75/hr. Call 543-5289
or 549-1212. Experienced.
32-2
TYPING IBM executive, 549-8604.

27-11

SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE — electric, accurate,
542-2435.
21-21
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Papers. Theses. 549-8664.
19-23
IBM SELECTRIC — Fast — 549-5236 or 549-3806.
13-30
EXPERT TYPING — 6octorates, Masters, MSS.
Mary Wilson, 543-6515.
13-16

FOR SALE: four 16.5 x 12 rims w. snowtires. will fit
Jeep. Bronco, Vt ton Ford. $125 firm. 258-6030
evenings.
32-2
17. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT starting Dec. 15. twobedroom — $21 0 /month. 2306Hillview court. 5495218.
32-2
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
WANTED: QUIET couple to share large two-bdrm.
apt. w/same $95. 549-1634 after 5.
32-2

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

LOST: SHORT, tan scarf. Great sentimental value.
Can be returned to Kaimin business office, J206A.
33-1

RIDE NEEDED to Spokane or Colville. Can leave
Wed., Nov. 23 after noon. Call 543-6268 or 5497586 and ask for Sandy.
32-2
NEED RIDE to East Coast for Christmas, share
expenses etc. 258-6030.
32-6

1 SPOT OPEN

NEED FEMALE rider to N.Y. Dec. 1st. share
expenses, driving, 728-0937.
32-4
NEED RIDE to Helena for Thanksgiving, Nick, 7212169.
32-2

(due to illness)

On ASUM Programming
and UM’s Skiing’s

‘2 RIDERS to Tetons Wed., Nov. 23 (for Thankagiving) share expenses. 549-0770after 11 p.m. _31-3
FREE TRANSPORTATION to Denver or Mpls. over
Thanksgiving. I'll pay all gas and furnish a new car
for driver. For information call Wes Sprunk, 7286000.
31-3

TARGHEE TRIP

1/2 CHARTER ticket to Chicago. I go—you return.
$84.50. For sale. 728-6178 — nights.
31-4

Over Thanksgiving
$76.00
Call 243-6661

NEED RIDE for 2 to DENVER-BOULDER AREA.
Leave Dec. 16 or 17. Will share everything. Call
243-5166.
31-4
NEED RIDE for 2 to Boise for Thanksgiving break..
Help with gas & expenses & driving. Call 549-6884.
31-3
NEED RIDE to Sheridan, Wyo. Leave Thanksgiving
break. (23rd or 24th). Call Jackie at 243-4319.
31-3
RIDE NEEDED to Eugene or Corvalis, Oregon, Nov.
23 or Nov. 24. Amy, 549-7124.
30-4

1-WAY Charter Flight ticket to NYC. $95. Contact
Marg at 243-2259.
33-4

NEED RIDERS to Kalispell — leaving Wed., 23, after
5, return Sunday. 721-1815.
30-4

RIDE NEEDED to Phoenix vacation around 16th of
Dec. Help with all expenses. CAII Beverly at 2432107.
33-4

NEED RIDE to Great Falls Nov. 23 after 5 p.m., back
Sunday. Kathy, 728-5342 or 329-3684.
30-4

1-75

FOR SALE: studded radial snowtires. 165-15 in.
Excellent condition. $65/pair. 243-4489.
33-1

20.

RIDE NEEDED to Kalispell (Somers) for Thanksgiv
ing. Call Janet, 543-8980.
31-3
THE TYPING CHARACTERS — Thesis, reports,
resumes. . . all typing done neatly at a reasonable
price. Call 728-7153 or 728-4314.
33-4

12. AUTOMOTIVE
67 TOYOTA 2-door. Nice inside & out. 59.000 miles
Tape deck. $600. 543-5228.
33-1

19. PETS
1% YR. old spayed female kitty to give away. Call
728-5849 or 549-5498.
31-4

OLYMPUS OM-1, black body, two lenses, like new.
call Mark, 543-6817.
28-6

AVON — “You never looked so good!!" For service
call: Kate. 549-1548 (Knowles-Corbin); Terry,
4128 or Mary Jo, 4139 (Aber); Mary, 2269 (Jesse);
Camell. 4337 (Brantly); Susan, 543-5346 (Married
Student Housing).
26-11

BUYING-SELLING. Better used albums and tapes
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke. 140 E. Broadway, downtown.
22-20

FIVE JBL D-130‘s, $60 each. Acoustic 850 mixer.
Price Is Right. Call Mark, 543-6817.
28-6

NEED RIDE to Portland, Corvallis or Eugene Wed. or
Thurs., Fred. 549-0890.________________32-2

9. TRANSPORTATION

NEED RIDE to HELENA on Wednesday (11/23). Call
Nancy, 549-3065.
33-1

Shortest serm on

Appeals. . .

LAKE ORION, Mich. (AP) —
When the Rev. John Alrecht deli
vered his sermon the congregation
• Coni, from p. 1
didn't have time to fidget.
''Love,” said Alrecht. Then he sat
The committee separated the down.
general humanities appeal into
The congregation of St. Mary's
two appeals and voted to concur In-the-Hjlls Episcopal Church
with the recommendation to cut came in pouring rain Sunday to
one FTE from introductory hu hear that word, billed as the
manities, but to leave the Liberal world's shortest sermon.
Arts Degree Program untouched,
Alrecht said he got the idea a
since it had not been studied by the year ago when a Unitarian minister
program review committee.
set the record for the world's
The committee also voted to longest sermon — 60 hours and 31
overturn its decision to reject the minutes.
appeal by the religious studies
department which sought relief
from one faculty cut.

In other votes the committee
concurred with recommendations
for one cut in business administra
tion (which is to be made in
management), three cuts in music,
one cut in forestry, one cut in art
and two cuts in education. The
committee revised the recommen
dation for communication scien
ces and disorders from one FTE
cut to none.

JVC KD-15 Stereo Cassette Deck. Brand new, still in
box, 30% off list price $160.00, 542-2038. - 32-2

DANCE Elenita Brown — internationally trained
BALLET — CHARACTER — MODERN — SPAN
ISH — PRIMITIVE and JAZZ. Missoula; Monday &
Friday. 728-1683.________________ 28-14

TROUBLED? LONELY? For private completely
confidential listening. STUDENT WALK-IN. Stu
dent Health Service building. Southeast entrance.
Days, 9-5. Evenings, 8-12 p.m.
6-36

The committee decided to reject
Flanagan's contention of error, but
changed its original vote to concur
with the program review recom
mendation to cut one FTE.

FOR SALE: 1977 8' Cascade Camper, sleeps 3. or 2
with overcab storage, icebox, sink, 2 -burner stove,
furnace, used twice, like new. $1050.00,543-6868.
32-2

HARMON KARDON Citation 16 stereo power amp
with 150 watts per channel. Call Mark, 543-6817.
28-6

THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.

Motion to Reconsider
Raymond Murray, dean of the
graduate school, made a motion to
reconsider the religious studies
appeal after Ellson read a letter
from James Flanagan, religious
studies chairman. In his letter,
Flanagan contended that the ap
peals committee had made a
procedural error when it consi
dered his appeal.

SALE!—SALE!—SALE!
Typewriters, desks, bookcases, cooking utensils
including enamel turkey roasters, and some
furniture all up to 20% off thru Saturday. Don't be
caught cold. All at the SECOND TIME AROUND
second hand store, 1200 Kensington, behind the
post office in big blue building.
32-3

NEED RIDE to Libby over Thanksgiving. Leave
anytime Wednesday. 243-5170. Will share ex
penses.
32-2

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS. Call Marie
Kuffel 728-3820, 728-3845, or 549-7221.
13-29

4. HELP WANTED
WEIGHT LOSS, earn extra income parttime while
losing weight. No training or experience neces
sary. Call 728-7417 between 5-9, Renee.
32-2

11, FOR SALE___________________________
GIBSON PA-HEAD and two speaker columns.
S450/or best offer. 728-4907.
33-2

7. 8ERVICE8

DON’T BE a turkey! Help fight the battle against
Muscular Dystrophy._________________ 33-1
DON'T FORGET to use the “For Freshman Only"
coupons you have. Most expire Dec. 31. Great
dealsl_____________________________33-2

NEED RIDERS to Bozeman Thursday morning. Call
243-5095.__________________________ 33-1

the

HIGH

NEED RIDER to San Francisco Tuesday, Nov. 22,
back Sunday p.m., call 549-8974 or 542-2830 early
a.m. or late p.m.
30-4

Free Ride
Tuesday, Dec. 6
S pm
UC Ballroom

Fossil manure
VERNAL, Utah (AP) — Tourists
who visit the Blue Mountain Rock
and Gem Shop in eastern Utah are
paying $5 and up for coprolite.
That's dinosaur manure, millions
of years old.
Shop proprietor Margaret Zufelt
said people from all over the
country have bought the prehistor
ic fertilizer, including a woman
from Texas who said she wanted a
chunk for her dining room table.
She said the ancient droppings
have been “analyzed in Washing
ton, D.C., and verified."

Advance Tickets:
$1.00 UM Students
$2.00 General Public
At the Door:
$1.50 UM Students
$2.00 General Public
TICKET OUTLETS: Mltsoula—Gull Ski, Sundance Sports,
Bob Ward & Sons, UC Bookstore
Hamiton: Sanderson Hardware

Door Prizes Given Away At Intermission

Co-sponsored by ASUM Programming and UM Sking

THE IHSPECTQH GEMEflAL
By Nikolai Gogol

Directed by Alan Cook

Nov. 30, Dec. 1-4, 6-10

cost of a

Masquer Theatre

“Respectable civil servants are shouting that, having written
The Inspector General, I hold nothing sacred.”
Gogol
“It wasn’t worthwhile coming to this stupid farce.”
Count Kankrin
Minister of Education

FAST PACED FARCE AND STINGING SATIRE
Tickets Available At University Box Office Noon to 6 p.m.
Monday-Friday, 243-4581; First National Box Office
549-4926 UM Students S2.00 General Public $3.00
Presented by the UM School of Fine Arts Dept, of Drama D ance and the Montana M asquers
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